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He was an MVP basketball player. Now his
star is rising as an art quilter

By  Cate McQuaid  Globe Correspondent,
Updated April 15, 2021, 11:59 a.m.
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The Museum of Fine Arts acquired one of

Thorpe’s quilts. It will be at the center of “Fabric

of a Nation: American Quilt Stories,” opening in

October. Being in a museum collection is a

pinnacle for any artist.

“I had this moment where I was like, well, that

was a good art career,” Thorpe said in a Zoom

conversation from his home in Brooklyn. He once

worked as an intern at the MFA.

Some of his quilts are all text. The MFA’s

acquisition reads, simply, “Black Man.” Some

refer to pop culture. Others — portraits, interiors,

and landscapes — have a buzzy warmth, radiating

joy and affection.

“He is an amazing portrait artist. He clearly has

an affinity for his subjects,” said Jennifer Swope,

associate curator in the MFA’s Textile & Fashion

Arts Department and organizer of “Fabric of a

Nation.” “He’s making these line drawings with

stitching, changing the color of the thread to

create visual depth. And he’s not afraid of color

and pattern.”

“Family,” a quilt at LaiSun Keane, depicts the

artist and his brother sitting with their parents.

Thorpe, who is biracial, was raised by his mother,

quilter Susan Richards. The family moved to

Newton when he was in high school.
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“This piece is a family portrait that has never

been taken,” reads Thorpe’s description of the

work. “This is all about that magical question

what if. What if I grew up with my father and

mother?”

Quilts cover furniture and hang on the walls of

the family home in Newton. Thorpe made his first

one at 10, but he promptly abandoned the

medium for basketball. He was a 1,000-point

career scorer at Emerson. But he always knew he

wanted to be an artist, and he cast around for the

right medium. If he had trouble depicting

basketball, he knew it wasn’t right.

In 2017, the year after Thorpe graduated,

Richards brought a long-arm quilting machine

home.

“I was like, I don’t know what this thing is. I’m

going to learn it,” Thorpe said. “Once I made the

first quilt, it was like — oh, this is over.”

Making basketball quilts came naturally.

“So many of the things I was doing before felt like

I was really just trying to make art,” he said.

“With quilting, I can make it day in and day out,

and then I can talk about it even longer.”

Thorpe’s mother’s quilts are fastidious and

traditional. His are wonky, skewed, and full of

story. He cites Matisse, Hockney, and Basquiat as

influences. Trying to pull his vision together, he

finds himself navigating what he calls the “Black

artist aesthetic.”

“Matisse and David Hockney, they just make

what they see,” Thorpe said. “They’re not making

this big narrative about something-something.

David Hockney wants to draw 16,000 pictures of

his dog. That is what I want to get to.”
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You can see Matisse’s sunny imprint in “Living

Room,” a bustling interior depicting Thorpe’s

first apartment. In accompanying text, the quilter

looks forward to buying a house. “Best believe

when it happens it will be the most jiggy

environment ever,” he writes.

Still, he’s moved to make art about society’s

failings. The MFA’s quilt reflects that. So does

“Negro Crows” at LaiSun Keane, depicting

characters from the 1941 Disney animated feature

“Dumbo,” including one named Jim “Dandy”

Crow. It captures what the artist calls his

“love/hate relationship with Disney.”

“I want to use what I can do, and say what I feel I

need to say,” Thorpe said.

The young artist is still finding his ground. He’s

imagining how, down the road, he might sell

quilts to fund some larger multimedia project.

“I take quilting as my paintbrush and canvas and

try to make everything and anything within those

confines,” Thorpe said. “But after I push all those

limits, there are going to be other limits I want to

explore.”

“Dick 4 President,” on view at LaiSun Keane,

nods to another artist pushing at the edge. It

portrays comedian Dick Gregory, who ran for

president in 1968. Thorpe dreams of someday

being the first quilter to make an official

presidential portrait.

“I’ve always wanted to be in art history books,” he

said. “You make a portrait of a president, and

you’re in history history books.”
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MICHAEL C. THORPE: MEANDERING

THOUGHTS

At LaiSun Keane, 460 Harrison Ave., April 15-

May 29. 978-495-6697, www.laisunkeane.com

Cate McQuaid can be reached at catemcquaid@gmail.com. Follow

her on Twitter @cmcq.
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Michael C. Thorpe, 27, an art quilter and former basketball star at
Emerson College and Newton North, now featured in a Dove soap
commercial. DAVID L. RYAN/GLOBE STAFF

Michael C. Thorpe’s wildest dreams are coming

true.

It didn’t take long. The former basketball star at

Emerson College traded his ball for a long-arm

quilting machine and became an art quilter. His

career is soaring off the launchpad.

At 27, he has just two exhibitions on his resume:

One last year at the All Too Human boutique on

Clarendon Street led to the second, opening this

week at LaiSun Keane, where his works are

selling fast. His shift from basketball to textiles

garnered attention: he’s featured in a

commercial for Dove soap celebrating Black

athletes whose careers extend beyond sports.

Michael C. Thorpe's "Family." PHILIPP J. HOFFMAN/COURTESY OF
LAISUN KEANE

Michael C. Thorpe's "Hoop Dreams." PHILIPP J. HOFFMAN/COURTESY
OF LAISUN KEANE

Michael C. Thorpe's "Negro Crows." PHILIPP J. HOFFMAN/COURTESY
OF LAISUN KEANE

Untitled (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) 1 of 3

Amazing! So incredible. Bravo to
Michael.

Michael, Great Work!
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COVID-19 has upended life as we know it — including high school football. In
Brockton, getting a chance to play is better than not playing at all. (Shelby
Lum/Globe Staff)
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grateful to even play.’
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From south of Boston, is
it faster to get to Rhode
Island’s T. F. Green
Airport or Logan?
Many New Englanders look to

Logan as their primary travel

Young people are
politically engaged,
pro-Biden, and
depressed, study finds
A new youth poll conducted by the

Harvard Kennedy School Institute of

Politics found young millennials and

members of Gen Z far more likely to

be politically engaged than their

predecessors.

As hopes rise for
pandemic’s close, some
are preparing for never-
ending COVID
A pandemic-weary public is dreaming

of Memorial Day barbecues, summer

nights at Fenway Park, and putting

the long-running curse of COVID-19

behind us. But in the medical and

biopharma worlds, many are eyeing a

more daunting prospect: coronavirus

as a never-ending threat.

‘People are buying
houses left and right’:
More people are
moving to Vermont
amid the pandemic
The pandemic spurred as many as

5,000 additional people to spend last

summer in Vermont, according to a

state estimate, many of them seeking

refuge from hot spots and urban

congestion that made them more

susceptible to the virus. Now, many

want to stay permanently.

In rapidly changing
Georgia, many
Republicans remain
obsessed with the last
election
Many in Georgia’s Republican Party

are still stewing over a presidential

election they think was simply stolen.

The main focus so far has been on

passing a restrictive new voting law.

Meanwhile, some Trump devotees are

also targeting the state’s elected

Republican officials who upheld the

2020 results.

OPINION

The wholly undeserved
rehabilitation of George
W. Bush
All the former president needed to

polish his reputation was Donald

Trump — and a nation that overlooks

the sins of powerful white men.
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NBC Sports Boston’s
lack of depth apparent
on recent Celtics
broadcast
Brian Scalabrine, usually the color

analyst, was game in attempting to be

the lead voice, but he had too much to

navigate.

FOOTBALL

Rob Gronkowski added
another accolade to his
trophy case: World
record holder
As part of the University of Arizona’s

spring football game, Gronkowski

caught a football dropped from a

helicopter some 600 feet in the air.

SPORTS MEDIA

ABC’s ‘Wide World of
Sports’ debuted 60
years ago. It would go
on to change sports
television as we know it
Early in its run, skeptics thought the

program wouldn't last. Thanks to

longtime host Jim McKay, it remained

a vibrant part of Saturday afternoons

for more than 30 years.

‘This is the place where
dreams end.’ Stranded
in border cities,
migrant families wait
with little chance of
refuge
The harsh realities for migrant

families underscore how little has

changed at the US-Mexico border

under President Biden, even as he has

sought to turn the page on

immigration after the Trump

administration.
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